RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association urges federal, state, territorial and tribal governments to enact and enforce legislation that prohibits and penalizes the possession, sale, and trade of shark fins.

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association urges that all nations enact laws that prohibit and penalize the possession, sale, and trade of shark fins, if they have not already adopted such laws; and

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association encourages all international, regional, national, and state bar associations, and international organizations, to promote policies and laws that prohibit and penalize the possession, sale, and trade of shark fins.
REPORT

Introduction

The Value of Sharks

In 2017 the United Nations proclaimed 2021 to 2030 as the “Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development.” The goal of this Decade is to ensure sustainable management of our oceans. The Decade will focus on the health of our oceans and attempt to reverse unhealthy cycles that may be induced as a result of human activity. The Decade will bring about an unprecedented opportunity for the international community to take action to protect a critical aquatic predator – the shark.

Sharks are considered “apex predators” and are vital to marine ecosystems for numerous reasons. Sharks maintain other species through “spatial controls,” by removing the weak and sick as well as maintaining balance to “ensure species diversity.” Studies suggest that sharks also indirectly maintain seagrass and coral reef habitats. A decline in shark populations can also hurt the fishing industry as the elimination of an apex predator, like the shark, would allow room for “mid-level” predators to emerge and therefore deplete the fishing industry’s normal target species. The mid-level predators (e.g., cownose rays) become more abundant as a result of the decrease in the population of the top-level predators (sharks). They, in turn, consume the supply of the fishing industry’s target species (scallops, oysters, clams), often before the human beings can harvest it. Small marine life is “vital to sustaining the entire marine system” as it is estimated to provide 70% of our oxygen. In addition to causing direct harm to the fisheries industry, loss of sharks has other knock-on economic effects, including on industries that purchase from commercial fisheries (e.g., restaurants, hospitality) and the insurers who write policies for them.
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Oceana, an international advocacy organization dedicated entirely to ocean conservation, has reported that the eastern coast of the United States which was once abundant with sharks has now “declined to levels of functional elimination.”\(^9\) Sharks are “slow to mature and only have a small number of pups a year (or every other year); thus, population sizes of sharks don’t recover easily once they have been decimated.”\(^{10}\) Experts suggest that even if all commercial fishing of sharks were to cease at this moment, most large shark species would not recover within 50 years.\(^{11}\) This is attributed to the reproductive cycles of sharks. Therefore, protecting these apex predators must be done with urgency.

The Problem of Shark Finning

This worldwide decline in the diversity of species of sharks is a result of shark finning. Shark finning occurs when a shark’s fin is sliced off and the rest of the still-living body is discarded into the ocean.\(^{12}\) The shark, still conscious, dies from shock, blood loss, starvation, or predation.\(^{13}\) Finned sharks have a 100% mortality rate.\(^{14}\) Every year, 73 million sharks are reportedly killed in this way\(^{15}\) (and the inclusion of unreported killings would likely bring that figure closer to 100 million\(^{16}\)). Sharks are generally caught through illegal operations or as bycatch. Bycatch refers to fish or other marine life that are caught while commercial fishing for other species. Essentially, while legal fishing expeditions may intend to catch tuna or billfish, sharks invariably end up in these nets and are then finned.\(^{17}\) A single shark fin fetches a significant sum of money, estimated anywhere between $100 to $10,000 depending on the type of shark, the buyer, and market it is sold in.\(^{18}\) However, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization has reported that "knowledge of the specific characteristics of domestic markets is . . . very limited, and there is little concrete information on such things as the types of
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products being marketed, the prices of these products at different points in the supply chain, the profile of the typical consumer, and the major demand drivers."19

The bulk of the demand comes from Asian markets that consider the shark fin valuable for various reasons. Shark fins are considered a “luxury” food item and served in high-end restaurants for wealthy people.20 Shark fins are also alleged to have medicinal value. One of the driving factors for demand is the belief that shark fins contain anti-cancer properties.21 However, no such nutritional or medicinal values are known to be scientifically proven.22 The high value of shark fins is a major driver of shark mortality.23 Regardless of specific types of quotas that may be in place to prevent overfishing, shark catches are largely unreported and fly under the radar.

There are several human rights violations associated with shark finning. “The global shark fin industry is rife with criminal activity and cannot be trusted to police itself effectively.”24 According to a recent study, criminal activity specifically related to shark fins has risen because of the demand from Asia. This has resulted in illegal fishing and overseas illicit markets.25 Crime groups involved in illegal fishing activities inevitably link to other industries as the market becomes more lucrative. This allows for other illegal activities such as drugs, arms sales, people smuggling, and sex slavery to flourish.26 The human rights abuses on the high seas have intensified as a result of “lax maritime labor laws and an insatiable global demand for seafood even as fishing stocks are depleted.”27

The shark is a prized catch in the ocean, as it has an 80 percent illegal catch rate.28 The practice of illegally catching seafood, known as fish piracy, is a major factor in the destruction of the world’s oceans. “It contributes to the overfishing of stocks around the globe by circumventing management systems and undermining the sustainability of all
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fisheries, the communities that depend on them, and food security.”

Joint enterprises or other “symbiotic relationships” between various state governments and the perpetrators of these illegal acts only serve to encourage such behavior. It is reported that in February 2018, Argentina caught Chinese boats in Argentina’s waters poaching a vast amount of seafood. The boats inevitably escaped back to international waters before Argentina could make appropriate arrests.

Current International Regime on Sharks

The international community attempts to protect oceanic life through various means. The main instrument is the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), which is the only global treaty that aims to regulate the trade of threatened or endangered species. The parties to the treaty are obligated to “monitor the global trade in wildlife and wildlife products and take action on behalf of species that may be headed for trouble as a result of international trade.” The United States ratified the treaty in 1973.

CITES contains three appendices. If a species appears on any of the appendices, then parties to the treaty are obligated to implement import and/or export controls in listed species. Appendix I lists species threatened with extinction. Appendix II lists species that are not threatened with extinction but can become so without regulating trade. Appendix III allows parties to list their own native species to further protect those species globally.

Despite the fact that scientists have repeatedly called upon CITES to protect sharks and list them within the appendices, state parties continue to block efforts to afford all sharks protections. Therefore, as of 2016, out of an estimated 500 species of sharks known to exist, twelve species of sharks and all manta rays have been included in
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35 "For the purposes of this Resolution, the term 'shark' is taken to include all species of sharks, skates, rays and chimaeras, in alignment with the FAO International Plan of Action for the Conservation and Management of Sharks (IPOA-Sharks)." See UN FAO, International Plan of Action for Conservation and
Appendix II. The CITES parties were instructed through Resolution Conference 12.6 to increase protections to preserve the shark species. As a result, the import, export, and re-export of products derived from those twelve species of sharks all require permits granted by the Government. It is important to highlight that this merely regulates legal fishing. “Even with the progress made since 2013, only 3.9 to 17.8 percent of the global fin trade is regulated” as a result of CITES. During the August 2019 session of CITES Conference of Parties, a Consideration of Proposal was introduced to amend Appendices I and II to include regulation of one more shark species - the short fin and long fin Mako shark. This was accepted by CITES parties and the Mako shark species is now listed in CITES Appendix II.

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is a comprehensive legal framework that governs the world’s oceans and seas and use of all its resources. The United States, while not a party, recognizes much of the treaty as customary international law. “The real work of UNCLOS was to establish the final sea zone of jurisdiction, known as the exclusive economic zone (EEZ).” UNCLOS also requires that coastal states protect against “over-exploitation” and “imposes a duty on coastal states to responsibly manage the living resources within its waters.” However, as one scholar notes, UNCLOS is silent with regards to fishing processes and does not define
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the term over-exploitation.46 The United Nations Fish Stock Agreement (UNFSA)47 is a related international treaty and ensures conservation of highly migratory fish stocks. The UNFSA, to which the United States is a party, creates regional fishery management organizations (RFMO) which are meant to ensure that “stocks are fished sustainably” and “an ecosystem based approach” is utilized.48 In the 2010 UNFSA Review Conference, member states agreed to increase conservation and management of sharks. “Shark conservation is not only an important responsibility for the RFMOs, but it also serves as a proxy for determining whether obligations to implement the ecosystem approach are fulfilled.”49

Sadly, during the 2016 review, it was clear zero progress was made. “Four of the five RFMOs also have not taken sufficient steps to better protect threatened shark species found in the fisheries under their management. None has yet implemented science-based management plans for all shark species associated with its region’s fisheries.”50 UNCLOS and UNFSA are two international treaties that are ineffective thus far at protecting the shark species.

U.S. Law

In the United States there is national legislation in place to protect sharks. In 2000, legislation titled the Shark Finning Prohibition Act was passed, which required the National Marine Fisheries Service to prohibit shark finning by any person under U.S. jurisdiction. The National Marine Fisheries Service was required to work with other nations to develop international agreements and collect data on shark finning.51

Shark finning was banned in 2000 within the United States. However, there was a loophole in the 2000 Act allowing transshipment of shark fins by American-flagged ships; i.e., vessels that merely bought fins that had been taken by other vessels could not be prosecuted. The loophole was identified during a Congressional debate on the 2000 bill, and theoretically resolved through an amendment to the definition of the term “fishing vessel.”52 However, in 2008, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that a vessel carrying shark fins that it had purchased from other vessels did not come under the act, and therefore the fins had been purchased legally.53
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So in 2011, *the Shark Conservation Act of 2010* was passed into law, which increased protections to stop shark finning and to specifically close the loophole in the 2000 Act. The 2010 Act requires that all sharks in the United States be brought to shore with their fins naturally attached. After the passage of this Act, several states, in addition to the American Samoa, Guam and North Mariana Islands territories, have passed local legislation that prohibit fin possession and fin retention even if the shark was legally caught. The problem with the 2010 Act is that it does not prohibit catching sharks, bringing them ashore and then harvesting their fins.

The current laws allow the shark fin practice to continue. To address these shortcomings, in November 2019, the U.S. House of Representatives passed the *Shark Fin Sales Elimination Act*. This is an important step, but it remains unclear whether the Act will become law as the Senate has not yet passed similar legislation. Further, the international community must be encouraged to take appropriate action, considering the final destination of most shark fin products are outside of the United States.

States have also taken initiatives to close the loopholes where possible to prevent further decimation of the shark species. The most recent example is in Florida, where the state legislature in March 2020 passed legislation responding to the growing threat of shark finning in Florida.

**World Landscape on Fins**

The United States is an “important transit hub for shark fin shipments, with fins passing through U.S. ports via air, sea, and land. Some nations in Central America ship as much as one – third to one-half of all their shark fin exports through U.S. ports.” Researchers found that between 2010 and 2017, “a minimum of 591 to 701 metric tons” possibly as high as 859 metric tons of shark fins pass through the US from Latin America. Simply put, one metric ton of dried shark fins are equivalent to 1,500 sharks. While the United States has been a leader within the international community with regards to shark fin
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legislation, laws which prohibit finning completely is the only way to protect remaining shark species and finally sanction those who are illegally harvesting fins.

Throughout the international community the response to bans on shark fins has been mixed. The first “G7” country to ban shark fins was Canada in the summer of 2019. The inconsistent response by the international community has made it impossible for shark populations to rebound from human consumption, the main driver of extinction.

The European Union passed similar restrictions to that of the United States prohibiting shark finning since 2003. However, special permits were given to allow fisher people to remove fins at sea. This created a loophole allowing fisher people to fin sharks unnoticed. In Europe, since the start of 2017, the United Kingdom has exported “more than 50 tonnes of shark fins” and the majority of the fins were exported to Spain. One expert states “when you consider that Spain, France, Portugal and Britain feature in the top 25 shark fishing nations in the world it’s clear that European fishing fleets are making the most of the fact that there is still no catch limits...” Several organizations have launched an initiative in the European Union to stop the import, export, and transport of shark fins. The Commission has registered the “Stop finning – stop the trade” initiative as of January 2, 2020.

Finally, concerns have been raised that this EU resolution would result in World Trade Organization (WTO) violations. The WTO recently ruled on a case regarding dolphin free tuna. The WTO ruled in favor of the Unites States and this may give some guidance on what the response to a possible challenge regarding shark fins may be. It can be argued that there is a precedent for WTO trade law to support a shark finning ban initiative. As one legal scholar notes, “the United States should adopt a nationwide ban on all sale and possession of shark fins...such a ban would quell the potential for WTO violations, set a positive example in the international community that could help to encourage other countries to take affirmative action to conserve sharks, and serve as a good domestic policy.”
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The American Bar Association Resolution comes at a critical time. The American Bar Association should urge the enactment of legislation to help to ensure that sharks are protected from the threat of extinction. Jurisdictions should consider whether civil sanctions, criminal penalties or some combination of both would be most appropriate to ensure such protection. This resolution calls upon the ABA House of Delegates to emphasize the importance of sharks particularly in light of the United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development 2021-2030. As the United Nations has succinctly stated, “the marine realm is the largest component of the Earth’s ecosystem.” Sharks, a critical component of that ecosystem are in need of any and all support to continue to allow this ecosystem to flourish.

Respectfully submitted,

Lisa Ryan
Chair, International Law Section
August 2020
1. **Summary of Resolution(s).**

Sharks are threatened by extinction as a result of the shark fin trade. The ABA can assist to end the shark fin trade by advocating for a consistent and comprehensive legal regime in the US and throughout the world to stop illicit trade of shark fins in addition to preventing sharks from becoming extinct. The resolution specifically calls for penalties for the possession, sale, and trade of shark fins.

2. **Approval by Submitting Entity.**

The International Law Section Council voted to approve the resolution and report on February 14, 2020.

3. **Has this or a similar resolution been submitted to the House or Board previously?**

   No

4. **What existing Association policies are relevant to this Resolution and how would they be affected by its adoption?**

   Not applicable.

5. **If this is a late report, what urgency exists which requires action at this meeting of the House?**

   N/A.

6. **Status of Legislation. (If applicable)**

   Shark Fin Sales Elimination Act of 2019 has passed the House and is currently in the Senate, S. 877

7. **Brief explanation regarding plans for implementation of the policy, if adopted by the House of Delegates.**

   Ensuring that there is continued education, working with US government, state governments, and international community to ensure protection of the shark species. Further, working with non-governmental groups to ensure that ABA policy is promoted and utilized.
8. **Cost to the Association.** (Both direct and indirect costs)

   None.

9. **Disclosure of Interest.** (If applicable)

   Not applicable.

10. **Referrals.**

    This Report and Recommendation is referred to the Chairs and Staff Directors of all ABA Sections and Divisions.

11. **Contact Name and Address Information.** (Prior to the meeting)

    Regina Paulose
    reginapaulose@aol.com

12. **Contact Name and Address Information.** (Who will present the report to the House? Please include name, address, telephone number, cell phone number and e-mail address.)

    Gabrielle Buckley
    Gannon Center for Women & Leadership
    Loyola University Chicago
    T  +1 773-508-8435
    M  + 312-730-7178
    gbuckley1@luc.edu
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Summary of the Resolution.

Penalizes the sale, trade, possession of shark fins

2. Summary of the issue that the resolution addresses.

Shark fin trade in all forms contributes to the decimation of the shark population worldwide. The sharks represent a critical resource to oceanic ecosystems and therefore the continued decimation of sharks could lead to severe consequences in the marine ecosystem and fishing industries. The laws which prohibit the sale, trade, and possession of shark fins are not uniform and have been adopted in only certain jurisdictions. The current federal law has a loophole that is constantly exploited by those interested in conducting illegal business trade of shark fins.

3. Please explain how the proposed policy position will address the issue.

This resolution advocates for consistent and comprehensive laws that penalize shark fin possession, sale, and trade in the US and abroad to protect sharks and stop organized crime from exploiting loopholes in the existing national, regional, and international laws.

4. Summary of any minority views or opposition internal and/or external to the ABA which have been identified.

Shark populations are not threatened.